Contractor:  Reed & Reed  
Bid Amount:  $17,866,377.50  
Percent Complete last approved pay estimate:  16%  

Project Schedule:  Completion date June 25, 2021.  

Project Scope:  The work consists of replacing the Warren Avenue Overpass (NB & SB) bridges in the City of Portland, Maine. The work includes phased construction, removal of the existing bridges, construction of new concrete decks and steel girder superstructures on new integral abutments, and approach roadway work including paving, guardrail, bridge rail, median barrier, and maintenance of traffic.  

Contractor Schedule:  Reed & Reed has removed a portion of the bridge deck and structural steel from the existing NB Warren Ave. Bridge. The contractor is currently removing the NB piers and abutments, where exposed. They plan to start bridge deck and structural steel demolition along the SB bridge next week.